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This document reviews the types of woods that are most commonly used in hospitality
furniture. You’ll get an understanding of different kinds of woods, cuts of woods and how they
can vary from one piece to another. In some cases, there are alternative woods available.
These alternatives often look and finish like a specific wood, but may be more cost effective or
more readily available.
Characteristics of Natural Wood
The beauty and elegance of natural woods and veneers is shown in the character of each
unique piece. Nature’s fingerprint is never the same in two pieces of wood, just as it is never
the same in two trees. These differences give each piece of wood its genuine beauty and are
considered a desirable trait. It’s what makes each furniture piece an individual statement.

Veneer, Solid Wood and Laminate:
Veneer: Veneer is technically a thin layer of hardwood, usually thinner than 1/8 of an inch.
Typically, veneer is bonded, or glued with adhesive, to a cheaper surface that is hidden below.
A less expensive wood or particle board can often be found underneath. This practice allows
furniture makers to design and build beautiful pieces at a lower cost.
Solid Wood: Furniture made with solid wood can be sanded, stained, varnished, treated and
painted. Some woods are soft and show wear, such as worn corners and edges, after many
years of use. Others are called hardwoods and have a more durable lifespan.
Laminate: Made with synthetic materials or very thinly sliced pieces of wood. In some cases, it
is made to look like wood grain by using a method that is similar to printing. Laminate typically
has a shiny finish and is known for being used in low-end furniture and pieces that need very
durable surfaces. Of course, laminate is much cheaper than solid wood or veneer to produce
and use. Laminate is easy to clean and maintain. Laminate is typically used in areas where it
will get a lot of wear or will be subject to liquids.
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Wood’s Beauty Marks (Solid or Veneer)
These are marks of beauty that could appear on your furniture piece. These marks are
considered part of nature and are acceptable in the furniture industry.

Bird Pecks
Bird pecks are small
marks in the grain pattern
caused by pecking birds.

Burl
A swirl or twist in the grain
of the wood that does not
contain a knot.

Sound Knot
A sound knot is solid
across its face, which
shows no indication of
decay.

Unsound Knot
An unsound knot is a
circular area that was the
base of a branch that
has a pith center (soft or
spongy tissue).

Wormholes
Wormholes are holes in
the wood ranging in size.

Mineral Streaks
Mineral streaks are an
olive to blackish-brown
color, following a grain
pattern.

Gum Streaks
Gum streaks are minerallike streaks of color
naturally occurring only in
Cherry wood.

Heartwood
Heartwood is the mature,
usually darker wood,
extending from the
sapwood to the pith

Sapwood
Sapwood is lighter
colored wood growing
from inside the bark to the
heartwood.
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Slipmatch vs. Bookmatch
Slipmatch
Often used with quarter-sliced and rift-sliced veneers, this is
the process in which a sequence of matching veneer leaves
or consecutive sheets of veneer are slipped out one after the
next, to form the face of a wood panel.

Bookmatch
Bookmatched panels add visual interest and a mark of fine
craftsmanship to a project. Bookmatching is a mirror-image
of the wood’s surface resulting in a “open-book” orientation.
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Wood Cuts
When lumber is cut from logs, it is typically cut in one of three ways: quarter sliced, rift sliced
or plain sliced. Each type of lumber is dependent on how the log is oriented and cut at the
sawmill. The result is a particular orientation of the growth rings on the end grain of the board
and is what defines the type of lumber. The type of cut also determines the figure in a piece of
wood and the wood’s mechanical properties.

Plain Sliced/Flat Sliced
Most common, least expensive
Plain sliced, also commonly called flat sliced, is the most
common lumber you will find. This is the most inexpensive
way to manufacture logs into lumber. Plain sliced lumber
is the most common type of cut. The annular rings are
generally 30° or less to the face of the board; this is often
referred to as tangential grain. The resulting wood displays a
cathedral pattern on the face of the board.

Quarter Sliced
More expensive than plain sliced material
Quarter sliced wood has an amazing straight grain pattern
that lends itself to design. Quarter sliced lumber is defined
as wood where the annular growth rings intersect the face
of the board at a 60° to 90°angle. When cutting this lumber
at the sawmill, each log is sawed at a radial angle into four
quarters, hence the name. Dramatic flecking
is also present in red oak and white oak.

Rift Sliced
Most expensive, least common
Rift sliced wood can be manufactured either as a
compliment to quarter sliced lumber or logs can be cut
specifically as rift sliced. In rift sliced lumber the annual
rings are typically between 30-60° with 45° being optimum.
Manufactured by milling perpendicular to the log’s growth
rings producing a linear grain pattern with no flecking. This
method produces the most waste, increasing the cost of
this lumber. Rift sliced lumber is very dimensionally stable
and has a unique linear appearance.
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Oak Characteristics
Widely used wood for furniture making, oak is known for its coarse texture, straight-grain,
strong characteristics. This heavy and tough wood has a white to very light brown sapwood
and light to dark heartwood. Depending on the cut of this wood, it can have a variety of
appearances, resulting in a very straight grained look to a heavily cathedral look.

Plain Sliced/Flat Sliced Oak
Most common, least expensive
Plain sliced, also commonly called flat sliced, is the most
common lumber you will find. This is the most inexpensive
way to manufacture logs into lumber. Plain sliced lumber
is the most common type of cut. The annular rings are
generally 30° or less to the face of the board; this is often
referred to as tangential grain. The resulting wood displays a
cathedral pattern on the face of the board.

Quarter Sliced Oak
More expensive than plain sliced material
Quarter sliced wood has an amazing straight grain pattern
that lends itself to design. Quarter sliced lumber is defined
as wood where the annular growth rings intersect the face
of the board at a 60° to 90°angle. When cutting this lumber
at the sawmill, each log is sawed at a radial angle into four
quarters, hence the name. Dramatic flecking
is also present in red oak and white oak.

Rift Sliced Oak
Most expensive, least common
Rift sliced wood can be manufactured either as a
compliment to quarter sliced lumber or logs can be cut
specifically as rift sliced. In rift sliced lumber the annual
rings are typically between 30-60° with 45° being optimum.
Manufactured by milling perpendicular to the log’s growth
rings producing a linear grain pattern with no flecking. This
method produces the most waste, increasing the cost of
this lumber. Rift sliced lumber is very dimensionally stable
and has a unique linear appearance.

Another Option for Oak: Ash
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Cherry Characteristics
Traditionally know for use in furniture, Cherry is light, strong, and considered a hardwood.
Dimensionally stable once dried, Cherry turns well, is easily machined and also works
beautifully with hand tools. The smooth texture and satiny grain stains beautifully with
exceptional results. Be aware that as cherry ages, the color will darken, and become redder
over time and exposure to sunlight. Mineral spots/streaking and small knots are common in
cherry wood.

Freshly Planed Cherry
When freshly planed, the heartwood is light pink and
the sapwood is a light cream color. As the wood ages, it
darkens and takes on warm orange-reddish brown tones
with rich amber undertones. The sapwood transforms to a
warm golden-brown. When you view cherry from different
angles, the wood fibers reflect the light brightly creating a
shimmering effect that is striking

Cherry
To give the aging process (darkening the wood’s natural
color) a head start, you can expose the wood to sunlight.
The sample shown on the left shows how sunlight
darkens the wood. The top section was covered, and not
exposed, as the bottom section was exposed. This result is
approximately 1 week exposure to sunlight all day long.

Curly Cherry
Curly cherry is a domestic wood that is usually considered to
be in the same class as mahogany. The curly grained cherry
is not as commonly used as it is not as plentiful.

Another Option for Cherry: Alder
Alder is considered the “poor man’s cherry” this wood, though considered a hardwood is soft and light in
weight. When finished, Alder resembles the look of cherry.
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Maple Characteristics
Hard maple is fine and uniform texture that is heavy and strong with a close, straight grain.
Unlike most other hardwoods, the sapwood of Hard Maple is most commonly used rather
than its heartwood. Sapwood color ranges from nearly white, to an off-white cream color,
sometimes with a reddish or golden hue. The heartwood tends to be a darker reddish brown.

Flat Sliced Maple
Plain sliced, also commonly called flat sliced, is the most
common lumber you will find. This is the most inexpensive
way to manufacture logs into lumber. Plain sliced lumber
is the most common type of cut. The annular rings are
generally 30° or less to the face of the board; this is often
referred to as tangential grain. The resulting wood displays a
cathedral pattern on the face of the board.

Quarter Sliced Maple
More expensive than plain sliced material
Quarter sliced wood has an amazing straight grain pattern
that lends itself to design. Quarter sliced lumber is defined
as wood where the annular growth rings intersect the face
of the board at a 60° to 90°angle. When cutting this lumber
at the sawmill, each log is sawed at a radial angle into four
quarters, hence the name.

Figured Maple
Most expensive, least common
Also known as Curly, Quilted, Birdseye, Tiger or Spalted, this
cut of maple is most typically used on instruments. It is so
called because the ripples in the grain pattern create a three
dimensional effect that appears as if the grain has “curled”
along the length of the board.

Rotary Maple
Inexpensive
For rotary-cut veneer, envision a roll of paper towels being
unwound from the holder. To cut the veneer, the log section
is mounted in something like a lathe. The knife is advanced
into the spinning log a few thousandths of an inch per
revolution and off comes the veneer in a huge continuous
sheet. Just like a roll of paper towels being unwound, the log
unwraps into yards and yards of veneer.
Another Option for Maple: Birch
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Birch Characteristics
Heartwood tends to be a light reddish brown, with nearly white sapwood. Occasionally
figured pieces are available with a wide, shallow curl similar to the curl found in Cherry. There
is virtually no color distinction between annual growth rings, giving Birch a somewhat dull,
uniform appearance is generally straight or slightly wavy, with a fine, even texture.
Low natural luster.

Flat Sliced Birch
Plain sliced, also commonly called flat sliced, is the most
common lumber you will find. This is the most inexpensive
way to manufacture logs into lumber. Plain sliced lumber
is the most common type of cut. The annular rings are
generally 30° or less to the face of the board; this is often
referred to as tangential grain. The resulting wood displays a
cathedral pattern on the face of the board.

Quarter Sliced Birch
More expensive than plain sliced material
Quarter sliced wood has an amazing straight grain pattern
that lends itself to design. Quarter sliced lumber is defined
as wood where the annular growth rings intersect the face
of the board at a 60° to 90°angle. When cutting this lumber
at the sawmill, each log is sawed at a radial angle into four
quarters, hence the name.

Another Option for Birch: Maple
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Ash Characteristics
Ash wood is strong, durable and generally light in color. It is course but the grain is fairly
straight. As a result of its strength and durability, ash wood has an array of uses but is
commonly used in the making of tools, furniture and frames.

Flat Sliced Ash
Plain sliced, also commonly called flat sliced, is the most
common lumber you will find. This is the most inexpensive
way to manufacture logs into lumber. Plain sliced lumber
is the most common type of cut. The annular rings are
generally 30° or less to the face of the board; this is often
referred to as tangential grain. The resulting wood displays a
cathedral pattern on the face of the board.

Quarter Sliced Ash
More expensive than plain sliced material
Quarter sliced wood has an amazing straight grain pattern
that lends itself to design. Quarter sliced lumber is defined
as wood where the annular growth rings intersect the face
of the board at a 60° to 90°angle. When cutting this lumber
at the sawmill, each log is sawed at a radial angle into four
quarters, hence the name.

Rift Sliced Ash
Most expensive, least common
Rift sliced wood can be manufactured either as a
compliment to quarter sliced lumber or logs can be cut
specifically as rift sliced. In rift sliced lumber the annual
rings are typically between 30-60° with 45° being optimum.
Manufactured by milling perpendicular to the log’s growth
rings producing a linear grain pattern with no flecking. This
method produces the most waste, increasing the cost of this
lumber. Rift sliced lumber is very dimensionally stable
and has a unique linear appearance.

Another Option for Ash: Oak
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Mahogany (African Ribbon Stripe) Characteristics
The wood varies from light to deep reddish-brown in color and has moderately coarse texture.
The grain can be straight, but is typically interlocking. Working this wood is generally easy but
tearing can occur when planing. It often has a shimmering figure.

Flat Sliced Mahogany
Plain sliced, also commonly called flat sliced, is the most
common lumber you will find. This is the most inexpensive
way to manufacture logs into lumber. Plain sliced lumber
is the most common type of cut. The annular rings are
generally 30° or less to the face of the board; this is often
referred to as tangential grain. The resulting wood displays a
cathedral pattern on the face of the board.

Quarter Sliced Mahogany
More expensive than plain sliced material
Quarter sliced wood has an amazing straight grain pattern
that lends itself to design. Quarter sliced lumber is defined
as wood where the annular growth rings intersect the face
of the board at a 60° to 90°angle. When cutting this lumber
at the sawmill, each log is sawed at a radial angle into four
quarters, hence the name.

White Mahogany
Usually ranges from a pale cream color to a golden yellow.
Color tends to darken and redden with age. Can exhibit a
ribbon-like chatoyant grain pattern similar to quartersliced
Sapele.Grain usually ranges from straight to slightly interlocked. Medium texture and medium sized pores, with a
naturally high luster.

Another Option for Mahogany: Sapele
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Walnut Characteristics
Walnut, which makes up less than 1% of the commercially available hardwoods, grows
throughout the eastern United States. Its sapwood is creamy white and its heartwood ranges
from light to chocolate brown. This species is often steamed to darken the sapwood.
Walnut is generally straight grained with a course texture. It is a dense wood, but it machines,
nails and glues without difficulty. Walnut has good bending properties and accepts finishing well.

Flat Sliced Walnut
Plain sliced, also commonly called flat sliced, is the most
common lumber you will find. This is the most inexpensive
way to manufacture logs into lumber. Plain sliced lumber
is the most common type of cut. The annular rings are
generally 30° or less to the face of the board; this is often
referred to as tangential grain. The resulting wood displays a
cathedral pattern on the face of the board.

Quarter Sliced Walnut
More expensive than plain sliced material
Quarter sliced wood has an amazing straight grain pattern
that lends itself to design. Quarter sliced lumber is defined
as wood where the annular growth rings intersect the face
of the board at a 60° to 90°angle. When cutting this lumber
at the sawmill, each log is sawed at a radial angle into four
quarters, hence the name.

